Technion Salutes its Honorary Fellows

Dr. Hiroshi Fujiwara
Japan

In acknowledgement of your leadership in the field of internet and communications in Japan; in tribute to your vision in pioneering positive relations and academic collaborations between Israel and Japan; and in gratitude for your generous support of the Technion and through it, the State of Israel.

Dr. Moshe Marom
Israel

In recognition of your public activity in the field of education and the promotion of youth and children in Israel; in acknowledgment of your significant contributions to the Israeli space industry and the encouragement of science and space studies; and in appreciation for your outstanding leadership and dedication to Israeli society and the State of Israel.

Rona Ramon
Israel

In gratitude for your strong and longstanding commitment to the Technion and Israel; in gratitude for your support, which has helped the Technion attract and retain the best and brightest faculty and students; and with admiration for your deep understanding of the Technion’s vital role in the future of Israel and its contribution to the world.

Dr. Martin and Grace Rosman
USA

In recognition of your leadership in the field of internet and communications in Japan; in tribute to your vision in pioneering positive relations and academic collaborations between Israel and Japan; and in gratitude for your generous support of the Technion and through it, the State of Israel.

Les Seskin
USA

In admiration for your inspiring achievements throughout your career in your community and in your philanthropy; in tribute to your leadership in the American Technion Society; and with gratitude for your exemplary support of the Technion; and your commitment to Israel’s welfare.

The ceremony will be held on Sunday, June 10, 2018, at 7:45 pm.
Churchill Auditorium, Technion City, Haifa
Responding on behalf of the recipients: Les Seskin
By invitation only